
CREATE YOUR
OWN WET WIPES

OEM Services by RPD



About RPD

Experts in the dry and wet 

wipes industry since 2011.

RPD’s ESG Mission

Lead the change in the 

wipes industry by promoting 

Environmental, Social and 

Governance (ESG) practices 

in all aspects of business.

Eco-Friendly Materials

Global demand for environ-

mentally friendly products 

are on the rise.

Non-Toxic Formulation

RPD ensure that all our prod-

ucts that we manufacture 

are saturated with non-toxic 

formulations that are safe for 

consumers, their homes and 

the environment.

Sustainability is in Our DNA

Our commitment to the 

environment is not confined 

to the products we 

manufacture. It includes our 

actions and how we run our 

business.

Global Shipping & Supply 

Chain Network

We have a global network of 

warehouses and shipping 

partners that allow us to get 

your order where it needs to 

be quickly, safely, and 

reliably.

5 Reasons to Choose Us

RPD offers you simplicity 

and convenience in creating 

your own wipes products 

from start to finish.

Optional Services

At RPD, we want the process 

of creating your own wet 

wipes product to be as 

simple and convenient as 

possible.

RPD Wet Wipes Process

Our easy step-by-step

process saves you time and 

worry.

Product Categories

Packaging Options

Our Recommendation

  AT RPD, WE BRING YOUR WET 
WIPES IDEAS INTO REALITY. ”

“ Imagine Your Perfect Wet Wipes.
Now, Envision Your Brand On That Pack.
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About RPD
We are experts in the dry and wet wipes industry since 2011 with over a decade of 
experience in creating engineered textiles to support highly specialised industries 
such as healthcare and aeronautical industries.

Today, we lead the way in sustainability by being the first 

in the region to incorporate the widest range of latest 

eco-friendly materials in our product offerings.

Our products have been a preferred and trusted choice 

for many governmental organizations, SMEs, MNCs 

including Fortune 500 companies in and out of the 

country.

With product solutions to cater to industries from 

aviation, automotive, electrical & electronic, foods & 

health care sectors, as well as personal and home care 

products. We set our sights to be the hygiene partner of 

choice in every aspect of a consumer’s life; from work to 

home.

“ We set our sights to be
THE HYGIENE PARTNER 
OF CHOICE
in every aspect of a consumer’s 
life; from work to home. ”

WE ARE PROUDLY ISO 9001:2015 CERTIFIED
We want to serve you in the best possible way – from 

our service to you, to the quality of products we provide, 

to the timeliness of delivery. When you choose us as 

your partner, you can be assured of nothing but 

outstanding quality.

OUR AWARDS
We continuously strive to be better and these awards 

are a testament of our efforts and commitment to 

excellence. 

Superbrands
Malaysia Award
2021 Malaysia’s Choice

SOBA - Star Outstanding 
Business Awards Gold 
Award 2020 
Best Innovation Category

“ Nobody knows the art of 
blending non-woven materials 

like we do ” 
“ Awards are a testament of 
our efforts and commitment 

to excellence. ”  

“ Be assured of nothing but 
outstanding quality ”
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RPD’s ESG Mission  

Greenwipes strives to lead the change in the wipes industry by promoting 
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) practices in all aspects of our 
business. We believe that our commitment to ESG practices will not only bene-
fit the planet but also our customers, employees and stakeholders.

ENVIRONMENTAL
At our core, we are committed to a sustainable future. By 

2027, our entire product line will be biodegradable, 

ensuring a significant reduction in environmental 

impact. We prioritize using sustainable sources, ensuring 

that our materials are responsibly and ethically obtained. 

Additionally, we are dedicated to the complete elimina-

tion of plastics from our products, embracing innovative 

alternatives that align with our commitment to a 

plastic-free world. 

GORVERNANCE
At RPD, we firmly stand against bribery, maintaining a strict 

policy of ethical conduct in all our business practices. Our 

unwavering commitment to safety, quality, and ethics drives us 

to consistently adhere to the highest standards, ensuring that 

our products and services surpass customer expectations. 

SOCIAL
At RPD, we take pride in fostering an inclusive work-

place where discrimination has no place. We embrace 

diversity in all its forms, celebrating unique perspec-

tives and backgrounds that enrich our company 

culture. Ensuring fair wages for our employees is a 

fundamental part of our commitment to creating a 

supportive and equitable environment.

Non-Discrimination Job Role Policy

Promotion of Diversity & Inclusion

Provision of Fair Wages & Equal Employee 
Development Oppurtunities

Profit & Invesment Sharing Opportunity

100% Biodegradable

2027

70%

2023
100%

100%

70%

20%

Target >90%
by 2025
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The Widest Array of
Eco-Friendly Materials  

Global demand for environmentally friendly products are on the rise. We can help 
your brand stay competitive with the widest selection of latest eco-friendly materials.

Plant based materials such as bamboo fibre, cotton, soy 

fiber, flushable wipes, biodegradable wipes, com-

postable wipes require special technical expertise to 

process. At RPD, we have honed that skill to perfection 

and you will not find this at any other wet wipes manu-

facturer in the region.

“ Processing eco-friendly materials 
require special technical expertise. 

Plastic Free Options

Biodegradable
Materials 

100% Plant
Based Fibers 

INDA Compliant
Flushable Wipes  

The Only Certified
Compostable Wipes
in the Region 

WE OFFER:

Available Materials Options 

100% 
Polyester

Cost Friendly

Eco-Friendly

50 – 50
Polyester

Viscose Blend

70 – 30
Polyester

Viscose Blend

80 – 20
Polyester

Viscose Blend

Bamboo Fiber

Woodpulp Cotton Soy Fiber

Viscose
Flushable 

(woodpulp + viscose)

Thickness

40 gsm 60 gsm 80 gsm

Directional Strength

Parallel
2 sides

Cross Lap
4 sides

Semi-Cross Lap
TT Line

Also Available:

Glossy Matte

PlasticFoil Backed

Exterior Interior 

WE HAVE HONED THAT
SKILL TO PERFECTION.  ”
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“ OUR FORMULATIONS ARE LAB-TESTED
AND CERTIFIED.  So you can make the

same product claims, too.”

Non-Toxic Formulation  

A sustainable wet wipes product do not just end with an eco-friendly material. At 
RPD, we ensure that all products that we manufacture are saturated with non-toxic 
formulations that are safe for consumers, their homes and the environment.

Non-Toxic
Formulations

Natural
Formulations

WE OFFER:

“ We make sure our formulations 
include as many natural ingredients 

as possible and are careful not to 
include harmful chemicals in all our 

formulations. ”

Dermatologically
Tested Formulations 

We ensure that any efficacy claims we make of our formulations are independently lab 
tested and certified so you can be assured you are getting exactly what we promise. 
Certifications for our formulations mean that you get to use that for your marketing 
purposes too.

Base Formulations - For Surfaces  

Our proprietary cleansers are carefully formulated by certified chemists to ensure 
the gentlest cleaning without  stripping off skin's protective barrier. We make sure 
our formulations include as many natural ingredients as possible and are careful not 
to include harmful chemicals in all our formulations.

Base Formulations - For Skin  

The purest cleansing you can get. 

Cleanses the skin with 99.9% pure 

water without drying the skin. 

PureClenz™
Cleanses the skin gently while 

leaving a moisturising and protective 

barrier on the skin to keep the skin 

soothed and calm. 

CalmClenz™ 
Highly moisturising and nourishing 

formulation to envelop the skin in a 

silky luxurious layer.

MoisturePlus™ 

Non-toxic mild cleaning 

formulation with plant-based 

surfactants. Highly versatile.  

GreenClean™
With 99.99% disinfectant properties 

for optimal cleaning and 

disinfection

(Alcohol / Non Alcohol) 

SurfaceDfenz™  
Effective cleaning for surfaces. Lifts 

dirt and oils easily without leaving 

sticky residues

Clean&Bright™ 

Cleanses and sanitises the skin 

gently to protect against germs 

without stripping the skin dry. 

SkinDfenz™
Premium skin-protective surfactants 

to cleanse the skin gently, leaving 

behind a luxurious moisturising 

barrier. 

SkinLuxury™ 
Made only with premium organical-

ly sourced plant-based ingredients 

for the ultimate pampering for 

babies.

UltraBaby™ 

Our Premium Formulation
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Sustainability is in Our DNA  

Our commitment to the environment is not confined to the products we 
manufacture. It includes our actions and how we run our business. So, if you seek 
a partner with environmental values that align with yours – look no further. 

“ A pre-fabricated modular

manufacturing facility is more

space-effective, has high reusability

and less environmental impact on

surrounding environment

during construction.   ”
“ Our facilities consume

67% LESS ENERGY
than conventional production
facilities. ”

We are the first sustainable wet wipes manufacturing plant 

in the region built on modular structures for maximum 

space and energy efficiency. These units are built using 
post-consumer recycled materials. Its compact 
nature was designed to consume 67% less energy 
than regular wet wipes production facilities. 

Setting up a pre-fabricated modular manufacturing facility uses 
significantly less resources. 

 The First Green Facility in Region

As part of our commitment to the environment, we aim 

to increase consumption of renewable energy in our 

production facility. Plans are on the way to have our 

operations fully powered by solar energy in the future. 

- Edmund Tong, Managing Director of RPD Sdn. Bhd. - 

*According to a study by Skanska. *According to the Modular Building Institute. *According to a study by the University of

California, Berkeley. 

45%
Less Carbon Emissions

90%
Less Construction Waste

90%
Less Water Usage
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THE FIRST GREENMACHINE   IN THE WORLD  

PRODUCTION LINES IN OUR FACILITY   

The GreenMachine also has the capacity to process other 

sustainable materials that will be developed in the 

future. 

Our famed GreenMachine is green in every sense of the 

word. In a first of its kind collaboration with the equipment 

manufacturer, the GreenMachine  was designed to run at 

optimum energy efficiency. It is customised to process 

eco-friendly wipes materials such as wood pulp, bamboo 

and cotton, that are otherwise difficult to process using 

conventional equipment.

Wet Wipes Machine   Dry Wipes Machine 

Fully Automatic Slitting Machine

Quarter Folding Machine

Single Sheet Slicing Machine

Fully Automatic Multi Lane 

Wipes Machine

Fully Automatic Crossfold Travel 

Pack Wipes Machine

Fully Automatic Canister Wet 

Wipes Machine

In Line Rejector

In Line Metal Detector Machine

In Line Automatic Weighing

Machine GSM Machine 

 Quality Control Inspection Machine  

“ FUTURE READY -  
Energy efficient and designed
to process the latest sustainable
materials ”

Packaging Machine    Industrial 4.0   

The wet wipes production line is a 

state-of-the-art industrial wet 

wipes production line that features 

an industrial 4.0 module that 

provides real-time monitoring of 

production. The line produces the 

highest quality and most consis-

tent wet wipes products.

Fully Automatic ROBOTIC ARM 

lid applicator

Fully Automatic Wet Wipes 

Packaging Machine With Guider

Fully Automatic Cannister Label-

ling Machine 

TM

TM

TM

TM
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“ Wherever you may be
in the world, we deliver
our wipes to you. ”

“ Buy with Confidence. 
Country of Origin Certification

Ensures Traceability, Authenticity
and Superior Standards. ”

“ FTA Partner Countries enjoy
preferential benefits for smoother

processes and cost savings ”

We can ship our wet wipes to all parts of the world. This means you can count on us to 
deliver your order, no matter where you are in the world. We have a global network of 
warehouses and shipping partners that allow us to get your order where it needs to 
be quickly, safely, and reliably.

Global Shipping & Supply Chain Network  

Malaysia's FTAs: Your Key to Borderless Success
Through Malaysia's extensive network of Free Trade Agreements (FTAs), your business gains access to a vast market with 

reduced trade barriers, offering increased market opportunities and expanded customer reach. Benefit from preferential 

tariff rates and streamlined trade procedures, enabling cost savings and enhanced competitiveness.

Australia 

Brunei 

Cambodia 

Canada 

Chile 

China

Thailand 

Indonesia 

Japan 

Laos 

Malaysia 

Mexico  

Myanmar

Vietnam  

New Zealand  

Pakistan  

Peru  

Philippines  

Singapore  

South Korea

Türkiye (Turkey)  
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As a wet wipes manufacturer, we understand the importance of providing a complete 
solution to our clients. 

Benefits of Our End-To-End Service  

Flexibility 

Choose from a wide variety of products, 

sizes and materials to help your product 

stand out from the crowd

Lower Cost 

Our state-of-the-art machines run at a 

higher capacity. This means better produc-

tivity and lower production costs for us. We 

transfer this savings to you so you can enjoy 

higher profit margins.

Certified Formulations 

We invested on getting our formulations 

certified, so you don't have to. With access 

to our lab tested and certified formulations, 

you can safely make marketing claims for 

your product.

Quick to Market 

Stringent Checks & Quality Control 

We run routine, metal detection and weight 

tests to ensure each pack is contaminant 

free and consistent to minimise  quality 

issues.

Better Aesthetics 

High quality packaging materials and 

machines capability result in good looking 

end-products that will give your product a 

premium look on shelves..

Quality Assurance 

Gain valuable market insight, data and 

advice on how to increase the marketability 

and success of your product.

Our in-house team is highly qualified and 

experienced in the wipes industry to 

support all your marketing and designing 

needs from start to finish..

Complete Marketing Services 

That's why we offer an end-to-end service that covers 

everything - from consultation, branding, product 

design and development to packaging, shipping and 

marketing.

Our team of experts has years of experience in the industry 

to provide you all you need for your wet wipes project, 

from start to finish, so you can focus on growing your 

business

From Product
Development to Shelvess 

Consultation From
Market Experts 

RPD offers you simplicity and convenience in creating your own wipes 
products from start to finish.  Our end-to-end service begins with our 
state-of-the-art machines and facilities. From here, we walk with you 
every step of the way - beginning with a professional consultation 
session, followed by a proprietary selection process to ensure that your 
journey with us is as uncomplicated and stress-free as possible. 

REASONS TO CHOOSE US  

Most importantly, when you choose us as your manu-

facturing partner, you get to tap into our wealth of 

knowledge and experience that comes with being in 

the wipes industry since 2011.  

Whether you seek to create a conventional product or a 

specialty wipe, you will be spoilt for choice with our 

selection of wipes material, carefully curated formulations 

and wide variety of packaging options.

5 
Lowest MOQ
in the market  

We have the lowest Minimum Order Quantity 

(MOQ) in the market, so you can begin selling 

your own product with the lowest starting 

cost possible. 

Being fully automated allows us to produce your 

wipes at unbeatable price. A lower cost will give 

you a leg up against your competition.

 Competitive
pricing  

Widest array of
materials

Besides the conventional, we have unique 

options to produce eco-friendly wipes using 

plant-based, biodegradable and compostable 

materials. 

Shortest
delivery time

We get your products into the market the 

quickest. With our robust in-house experts, we 

can get your order to you in as little as two 

weeks

Consistent
Quality

With a wealth of more than 12 years of expertise 

and a fully automated robotic process line, the 

quality of our products are always consistent.

“ Tap into our wealth of knowledge
and experience that comes with

being in the wipes
industry since 2011  ”
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Creating your wet wipes product should not feel overwhelming. At RPD, our 
proprietary process takes you step-by-step through a selection of options with 
minimal fuss. 

RPD Wet Wipes Process  

The process is designed to be simple and easy to 

understand, even for the uninitiated. This process 

can include our in-house design and marketing 

services and ends with production and stringent 

quality checks. .

Our end-to-end wet wipes manufacturing service is 

truly a hassle-free process that will save you a lot of 

time and worry. 

START

ConsultationDetermine
Product Category

Select Wipes Material,
Thickness & Strength

Select Texture Select Sheet
Count & Size

Select Packaging
Type & Lid

Select  Formulation 
& Active Ingredient

Packaging Design
and Copy

Production
& Quality Control

Your Wet Wipes
Is Ready to Market!

Optional Services  
At RPD, we want the process of creating your own wet wipes product to be as simple 
and convenient as possible. Our team of in-house specialists have all the relevant 
experience needed to produce any additional marketing materials you will need to 
help your products enter the market with a blast.
 

Branding & Positioning Packaging Design Mock-ups 

Copywriting Photo shooting Video shooting 

“ Our easy step-by-step process

SAVES YOU TIME AND WORRY ”
“ We are more than just your manufacturing partner.  

OUR CREATIVE TEAM HAS THE SECRET SAUCE
to help your brand stand out ”
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We specialize in creating a wide range of pre-saturated wipes, including baby 
wipes, wipes for personal care, pets and home cleaning.

Product Categories  Packaging Options  

Lid Type Options  

Our team takes pride in the formulations that are used in each and every wipe, ensuring that they are gentle on the skin and 

effective at cleaning. With our state-of-the-art facilities and experienced team, we are committed to delivering high-quality 

and customized wipes that exceed your expectations.

Wipes we can produce for you:

1. Baby Wipes

2. Adult Wipes

3. Facial Wipes

4. Pet Wipes

5. Kitchen Wipes

6. Floor Wipes

7. Disinfectant Wipes

TRAVEL PACK FLOW PACK CANISTER

SINGLE SHEET

Plain

Colour

Special ( Customiseable )

POCKET SIZE HARD CASE
(UPON REQUEST)
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“ Selecting eco-friendly wipes material
will help your baby wipes

STAND OUT IN A
SATURATED MARKET. ”

Baby Care Range  
Our Recommendation 

C 30 Flow Pack 15 x 20 Parallel / Cross Lap

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm)

Material

Recommended Formulations: 
    PureClenz™ 

    CalmClenz™

    MoisturePlus™

Recommended Fold:
     Pop Up

     Regular

UltraBaby™  

SkinLuxury™

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm)

Material
A 10 Pocket Size 15 x 20 Parallel / Cross Lap 40 / 45 (Default) / 50

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm)

Material
B 10 Travel Pack 15 x 20 Parallel / Cross Lap 40 / 45 (Default) / 50

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

D 80 Flow Pack 15 x 20 Parallel / Cross Lap
Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

E 100 Flow Pack 15 x 20 Parallel / Cross Lap
Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

We understand that urban moms are increasingly seeking options for products that are as natural as 

possible for their babies. Finding a manufacturer who can deliver natural and sustainable options can 

be difficult. At RPD, we have got you covered with the widest selection of sustainable plant-based 

materials and natural formulations.

 Our proprietary baby-friendly formulations are 

created with premium grade natural ingredients 

to help you create a product that would impress 

even the most discerning moms. No harmful 

chemicals are added, so your customers can place 

full confidence in your products to clean their 

precious ones. 

100% Viscose baby wipes are uncommon in the 

market. To stand out from the crowd with a 

premium sustainable product, be sure to consider 

this ultra-soft material.

Guaranteed to Impress the Most Discerning Moms

40 / 45 (Default) / 50

40 / 45 (Default) / 50

40 / 45 (Default) / 50



Our Recommendation 

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm) Material

A 10 Travel Pack 20 x 30 Parallel / Cross Lap

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm) Material

Recommended Formulations: 
    PureClenz™ 

    CalmClenz™

    MoisturePlus™

UltraBaby™ 

SkinLuxury™

20 x 30B 30 Flow Pack Parallel / Cross Lap

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

20 x 30C 40 Flow Pack Parallel / Cross Lap
Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

 Regular sized wipes are ineffective when used as a shower replacement product. However, brand 

owners are hard pressed to find manufacturers that can produce large sized sheets as this can be a 

complicated process.

RPD’s state-of-the-art machines are able to create 

generous large sized wipes that are a clear winner 

when it comes to creating a product for mobility 

challenged patients as it provide superior surface 

coverage that regular sized wipes are unable to. 

Your customers will love that your product is able 

to perform a thorough cleaning job on their loved 

ones. 

Pair large, thick sheets with our SkinDfenz 

formulation to create a product that cleanses 

and sanitizes without stripping off its protective 

barrier.

Preventing Bedsores and Skin Infections

Adults Care Range  

40 / 45 (Default) / 50

40 / 45 (Default) / 50

40 / 45 (Default) / 50

“ Our large sized wipes are

PERFECTLY SIZED FOR
WHOLE BODY CLEANING.  ”



Our Recommendation Pets Care Range  

Recommended Formulations: 
    PureClenz™

    SkinDFenz™

GreenClean™  

UltraBaby™

Best Option for Cleaning in Between Baths

Pets are precious and pet-owners can be selective when it comes to products that 

they use on their furry ones. Selecting a good quality formulation for pets can be 

challenging as most options in the market are laden with harsh chemicals that are 

great for creating that squeaky clean sensation but can lead to irritation and 

long-term skin problems for animals.   

Our proprietary formulations for pets are created without harsh chemicals so you 

can offer a premium quality solution to your customers that is safe to be used even 

on sensitive areas around the eyes and snout without causing any irritation to furry 

ones. 

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm) Material

A 10 Travel Pack

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm) Material

B 30 Flow Pack Parallel / Cross Lap

15 x 20 Parallel

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm) Material

C 100 Canister 15 x 20 Parallel

15 x 20

20 x 30

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

B 40 Flow Pack Parallel / Cross Lap
15 x 20

20 x 30

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

40 / 45 (Default) / 50

40 / 45 (Default) / 50

40 / 45 (Default) / 50

40 / 45 (Default) / 50

“ Our gentle formulations are

SAFE TO USE EVEN ON
SENSITIVE AREAS
around the eyes and snout.   ”



Our Recommendation Floor Care Range  

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm) Material

A 10 Travel Pack 20 x 30

20 x 30

Parallel 

Parallel 

45 (Default) / 50 / 80 

45 (Default) / 50 / 80 

45 (Default) / 50 / 80 

B 30 Flow Pack

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm) Material

Better for Cleaning Greasy Floors 

We know the struggles consumers face when it comes to cleaning their floors. 

Greasy kitchen floors are especially hard to clean, yet conventional floor wipes that 

manufacturers produce just does not perform as it should.  

Almost all floor wipes in the market are made of polyester. While polyester is great 

to produce a durable wipe, it lacks the oil absorbent properties that Viscose 

provides. Pair Viscose wipes with our all natural GreenClean formulation to create 

an earth friendly and non-toxic product that families with young children will love. 

Recommended Formulations: 
    GreenClean™

    SurfaceDfenz™

    Clean&Bright™  

Poly – Viscose Blend

Polyester

Viscose  

Poly – Viscose Blend

Polyester

Viscose  

20 x 30 Parallel C 40 Flow Pack

Poly – Viscose Blend

Polyester

Viscose  

“ Our formulations feature

SUPERB OIL ABSORBENT
PROPERTIES
for squeaky clean floors.  ”



Our Recommendation Facial Care Range  

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm) Material

A 1 Single Sheet

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm) Material

B 8 Pocket Pack

15 x 20

45 (Default) / 40 / 50
/ 60 / 70 

45 (Default) / 40 / 50
/ 60 / 70 

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm) Material

C 30 Flow Pack 15 x 20

15 x 20

Recommended Formulations: 
    PureClenz™

    CalmClenz™

    MoisturePlus™

UltraBaby™   

 SkinLuxury™

For An Added Touch of Luxury

Marketing a facial wipe product centred around a unique 

wipe material can offer a great competitive edge. Soy fiber or 

cotton wipes are a great alternative to conventional polyes-

ter-based wipes that are commonly found in the market. Soy 

Fiber wipes offer an ultra-silky feel while Cotton feels soft and 

pampering against skin. These super fine materials glide 

smoothly on facial skin with minimal friction; a better option 

to prevent facial wrinkles.   

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose

Cotton  

Polyester

Poly – Viscose Blend

Soy Fiber

Cotton

Flushable  

Polyester

Poly – Viscose Blend

Soy Fiber

Cotton

Flushable  

Parallel / Cross Lap

Parallel / Cross Lap

Parallel / Cross Lap

 What’s more, you get to market Soy Fiber or Cotton wipes 

as compostable, plant-based and environmentally friendly 

products that will give you an edge against your competi-

tor’s products. Pair these materials with our SkinLuxury or 

MoisturePlus formulations to create a fabulously luxurious 

product or with CalmClenz formulation to create a hypoal-

lergenic product for sensitive skin.

40 / 45 (Default) / 50

“ Materials like cotton glide smoothly with

MINIMAL FRICTION TO PREVENT
FACIAL WRINKLES.  ”



Our Recommendation Kitchen Care Range  

Recommended Formulations: 
    GreenClean™

    SurfaceDfenz™

    Clean&Bright™ 

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm) Material

30 Travel Pack

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm) Material

30 Flow Pack

15 x 20 Parallel

Parallel

40 / 45 (Default)
/ 50 / 55

40 / 45 (Default)
/ 50 / 55

40 / 45 (Default)
/ 50 / 55

40 / 45 (Default)
/ 50 / 55

Polyester

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm) Material

100 Canister 15 x 20 Parallel

Polyester

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

Polyester

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

15 x 20

A

B

40 Flow Pack Parallel

Polyester

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

15 x 20C

C

Natural Cleaners Command A Higher Premium

Household Cleaning products in the market are saturated with conventional 

products which include toxic chemicals that may cause long term health issues. 

As consumers become more aware of the health and environmental issues 

caused by these chemicals, the demand for natural and plant-based products 

has seen an increase over the years. 

At RPD, we stay ahead of market trends by keeping our formulations as natural 

as possible; even if it is for wiping surfaces. Our GreenClean formulation is made 

of plant-based surfactants to perform any cleaning job naturally. Pair it with 

plant-based wipes such as Viscose to create a premium eco-friendly product 

that will appeal to high income individuals

“ We keep our formulations

NATURAL YET HIGHLY EFFECTIVE,
even when it's for cleaning household surfaces. ”



Our Recommendation Kitchen Care Range  

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm) Material

A 1 Single Sheet

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm) Material

B 8 Pocket Pack

15 x 20 Parallel

Parallel

Polyester

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

Polyester

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm) Material

C 30 Travel Pack 15 x 20 Parallel

Polyester

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

15 x 20

Disinfectant Range  

40 / 45 (Default) / 50

40 / 45 (Default) / 50

40 / 45 (Default) / 50

“ We take disinfection seriously.
All our disinfecting formulations are

LAB-TESTED AND CERTIFIED
to meet the highest standards.”



Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm) Material

D 40 Flow Pack

Option Sheet Count(pcs) Packaging Sheet Size (cm) Sheet Strength Thickness (gsm) Material

E 100 Canister

15 x 20 Parallel

Parallel

Polyester

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

E 80 Flow Pack 15 x 20 Parallel

Polyester

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  

Polyester

Poly – Viscose Blend

Viscose  
15 x 20

Recommended Formulations: 
    SurfaceDfenz (Alcohol / Non Alcohol) 

Recommended Fold:
    Pop Up

    Regular

Stringently Tested Disinfectant Formulations

All disinfectant wipes in the market come with confi-

dent claims of a 99.99% germ-killing efficacy. But a 

simple test on an ATP (adenosine triphosphate) 

machine will prove otherwise. At RPD, we take our 

disinfectant products seriously so you can ensure 

that your customers are sufficiently protected 

against harmful pathogens when they disinfect with 

your products. 

Our SurfaceDfenz formulation has been stringently 

lab tested to ensure high disinfecting efficacy. Both 

versions come with test certifications awarded by 

globally recognised external testing laboratories. 

This means that you can safely include these details 

in your product packaging as well.

“ Nobody Does Wipes Better 
Than We Do ”

40 / 45 (Default) / 50

40 / 45 (Default) / 50

40 / 45 (Default) / 50




